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By Collins Maps

HarperCollins Publishers. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Collins Handy Road Atlas
Scotland (New edition), Collins Maps, This easy-to-use, handy A5 sized road atlas is your ideal
companion for navigating around Scotland. It has extremely clear, route planning maps of
Scotland, detailed city plans of the major cities and towns and fits neatly into your glovebox or
briefcase or bag. MAIN FEATURES Clear, attractive route planning maps of the whole of Scotland
supported by comprehensive, fully indexed city centre street maps of Aberdeen, Dundee, Edinburgh,
Glasgow, Inverness and Perth. Scale of main maps: 1:625,000 (9.9 miles to 1 inch). INCLUDES * Places
of tourist interest are highlighted. * Has attractive layer colouring showing land height. * Road
network fully classified and colour coded. * Detailed street mapping of Edinburgh, including the
Royal Mile with all its attractions clearly marked, Leith and Holyrood Park. * Detailed street
mapping of Glasgow, including the West End, city centre and M74 extension. * Detailed street
mapping of Aberdeen. * Street maps, with indexes, of Dundee, Inverness and Perth city centres. *
Handy distance calculator chart highlighting distances between the major towns. * Administrative
areas map showing council areas. * Transport connections section listing all...
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ReviewsReviews

This pdf can be well worth a read, and much better than other. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never. Your daily life span will
probably be transform when you full looking over this book.
-- Roxa nne Stehr-- Roxa nne Stehr

An incredibly wonderful ebook with lucid and perfect answers. It is writter in easy words instead of di icult to understand. Its been printed in an
exceptionally easy way in fact it is simply following i finished reading this publication in which really modified me, modify the way i think.
-- Mr . K eysha wn Weim a nn-- Mr . K eysha wn Weim a nn
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